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Chairperson’s Message
Hello, and welcome to Kairos International School.

Kairos is devoted to excellence in teaching, learning with cross curricular
activities and in developing leaders across disciplines that make a positive
difference in the world. We ensure that the learning experiences of our students
are enriched to promote and facilitate global exposure. We are focused on
delivering the best opportunities for learning and we want you to enjoy living
and studying here while ensuring compliance with new, socially-distanced
ways of working.

Enjoy being part of what is a vibrant, friendly and varied international
community!

DR. VENKATA REDDY MADDHI REDDY
CHAIRPERSON                 

DR. SUMANTH REDDY MV
DIRECTOR
               



PRINCIPAL'S

MESSAGE

As the Principal of Kairos international School, it is my pleasure to welcome new and
returning families to a great year at our campus. I am thrilled to have students
physically back in our classrooms. Our staff welcomed the students to witness their
laugher, energy, and enthusiasm for learning. Our staffs look forward to hosting in
person events at school. Kairos international School is such a special place to learn and
grow. We are proud of our beautiful school and have high expectations for each and
every student. Our students are kind, compassionate, and resilient. Together with our
dedicated staff, we strive to make connections with students to help them feel valued,
accepted, and safe. We are a community of collaborative professionals who are
committed to learning from each other in order to improve student outcomes. We
provide platforms for students to compete at National and International levels. Our
students’ achievements knew no bounds this year. Our students excelled in Math
championship at Pan India level, Internationally at STEM challenge, Inter school
competitions and Olympiads .Our school has been rated as “Best emerging school” by
Times of India. We are proud of our achievements! We produce both student and teacher
leaders for the future and we celebrate all diverse learners who flourish in their unique
ways. At Kairos international, we understand diverse family dynamics, we
understand that everyone has a voice and we understand that together we are
unstoppable. Please join us on this remarkable journey.

SINCERELY, 

MRS. L. KRISHNASRI 

PRINCIPAL 

KAIROS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
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NURSERY

With this Activity children able to identify the letters and
knowing to feed the pet animals and improving their eye
coordination. Feed the Dog is the perfect way for students to
practice letters.   Knowing the letters and sounds is one of the
first steps, students need to master in order to read
independently. This is called phonemic awareness. The more
chances our little ones have to work with letter sounds, the
better!  Children understand the responsibilities involved in
owning a pet.  Learning the alphabet is an important first step
on the road to reading. Our Feed the Puppy Alphabet Game
helps kids practice the alphabet in a fun way. After all,  who
doesn’t love a cute puppy?

YELLOW COLOUR DAY
Every colour has its own importance. Yellow
Symbolize Wisdom and intellectual energy to
recapitulate and reinforce the effects of the
colour yellow. Children have dressed in hues and
tints of yellow colour children will  be able to
identify and name objects by way of their colour
name. They enjoyed dressing up in yellow
colour. Children spoke about the Yellow colour
objects as a show and tell  activity

DOG FEEDING ACTIVITY
6



cutting a banana is a simple kids practical life
activity, and an introductory lesson in food
preparation, that can be used to help young
children develop independence, boost self-
esteem and encourage reading readiness
Social-Emotional Development: Hands on
cooking activities help children develop
confidence and skill.
Following recipes encourages children to be
self directed and independent, it  also teaches
them to follow directions and develop
problem-solving skills.
Physical Development: Fine motor and eye-
hand coordination skills are developed by
spreading and cutting into pieces and
knowing to peel the banana .

Counting can easily be implemented into the
day in natural ways with children. It will
improve their eye coordination to find the
numbers and to improve fine motor skills to
drop carrots on the glass to their respective
numbers counting can be a fun task for
young children. Children will  begin by
counting forward and should be provided a
lot of experience practicing this new skill.
They will  also begin to recognize to count
the carrots

By burying themselves in the sand,
and feeling their body position
within the sand, children are
engaging their proprioceptive
sense, or the sense of their body
relative to space.  Play can also
help children develop social skills
like problem-solving, sharing, and
communicating. 
Art activities are engaging for kids
because they are an
opportunity for hands-on
creation, which is how children
retain information most
effectively and efficiently at this
age.

BUNNY AND CARROTS
COUNTING

CHOPPING BANANA ACTIVITY

ART AND CRAFT
7



Water animals: Children have been learning about water
animals names and where it lives. Students have pasted water
animals’ pictures with Sea picture background. It will be helpful
for them to identify each animal and they will have fun on
pasting activity as it creates their own under sea animals. At the
completion of this lesson students will be able to define sea
animals, Identify features of different types of sea animals.
 Self-esteem: sensory play clay offers kids the opportunity for
self-expression. Kids made animals with clay. Children can
explore 
their own dexterity, strengthening their motor skills, while also 
enjoying the activity.
It helps : Encourage sensory development, Clay play is multi-
sensory - touch, sight, smell, Develops coordination and motor
skills, Extends attention, Builds imagination, Boosts self-
esteem, improves fine motor skills. They enjoyed wearing water
animal headbands.

It can help children develop their gross motor skills and cognitive
skills. As movement helps them control the moving of their arms
and legs. Moving cars into the letter tunnel can help develop these
important skills.
 Fun: Of course, tunnels offer a child a fun and interactive way to
play.
With this Activity children were able to identify the letters and
improve their eye coordination .
Letter recognition is a key step in a child's ability to learn to read
and write.
As children develop alphabet knowledge, they learn to recognize
upper and lowercase letters with help of activities. They also
discover that there are sounds associated with each letter while
moving the car through the tunnel.

AWARENESS SKILL

LITERACY 
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Green Diwali Happy Diwali: 
Diwali is the festival of lights that brings good luck, happiness
and prosperity to all. The lighted Diya's not only illuminate the
environment but also have to shake the darkness of poverty and
ignorance.
Here the Nursery kids made paper Diya. 

Paper craft will help the child to improve 
Improving Fine Motor Skills.
Developing Imagination.
Inspiring Critical Thinking. 
Encouraging Social Skills
Development of fine motor skills
Hand & eye coordination 
The children will also develop concentration activities that help
instill a sense of achievement and pride in children, boosting
them self-confidence.

Petals Pasting Activity:
Kids love to count and paste. 
Students will be able to paste the petals on the given circle. The
ability to recognise and write numerals is an important skill to
develop along with counting. 
This activity helps kids to develop their early mathematical
skills. It involves counting, cutting and pasting petals in the
correct number.
Flowers invigorate the senses by adding beauty, colour, and
pleasant fragrance to our lives.

NUMERACY

ART AND CRAFT 
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Pre-primary section PP1 Kairosites of Kairos international
school celebrated Blue Day. The significance of the blue colour
was reiterated through a series of activities.  The dress code of
the day was blue. Excitement and enthusiasm was visible
everywhere. All  the children came dressed up in different
shades of blue. Students were made to recognize blue colour
through different games and play way activities.  Blue day
was an amazing learning experience. Early identification of
colours helped to create the cognitive link between visual
clues and words which is an important part of a child’s
development.

As children explore and play
with kids modeling clay, they
discover how to make basic
forms, develop hand-brain
coordination, agility and fine
motor skills.  Using modeling
clay gives children many
opportunities to be creative and
can also result in longer
attention spans. Preprimary
children enjoyed learning
alphabets by making letters
with clay. This hands-on
learning helped the children
learn the formation of letters.

PP I

BLUE DAY

LITERACY
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Count real objects around the classroom. By counting real things,
preschoolers can use their own experiences with objects to understand
numbers better.Counting numbers are very important to know so that we
can understand that numbers have an order and also be able to count
numbers easily. In our real life we can relate numbers to quantities.
Playing with blocks is one of the most satisfying and fun ways to interact
with your child while teaching important skills to enhance their language,
social,  emotional,  cognitive and motor development.Playing with blocks
can increase the ability to understand sizes, shapes and patterns. Block
play can also lead to increased skills in counting, adding, subtracting and
sorting.

The importance of art and craft in
early education is well-known. Be
it making miniature statues from
clay or coloring with crayons,
folding papers expertly to make
origami shapes or preparing a
handmade birthday card, there are
numerous benefits of art and craft
activities.  By introducing your
child to art and craft or
encouraging him to take it up, you
will  sow the seeds for his physical,
social and cognitive development.

ART AND CRAFT

NUMERACY
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Parents and caretakers play an
important role in teaching children to
wash their hands. Hand washing can
become a lifelong healthy habit if  you
start teaching it at an early age.
Teach kids the five easy steps for
hand washing - wet, lather, scrub,
rinse and dry and the key times to
wash hands, such as after using the
bathroom or before eating. Children
enjoyed hand washing activity. They
have made their models and
demonstrated the steps.

National Doctor's Day was
celebrated with enthusiasm.
Students participated in various
activities such as role-play, show-
and-tell,  model making and
reciting a poem. These
contributions were a salute to the
doctors working in the forefront
amid pandemic. 

AWARENESS

DOCTOR'S DAY
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Letter recognition is an important milestone in this age.
Alphabetic recognition is one of the very first skills children
learn while they are beginning readers.  As children will  learn
with fun at this age, Hands on activities through art and
craft are integrated at Kairos International School.  The
children are able to recognize the letters and remember the
word also.  Fine and Gross motor skills are taken care through
these activities.  Once they have finished the activity,
Children enjoyed Show and Tell  activity. Show and tell
activity will  encourage the early learners to speak with
confidence.

Learning Numbers, counting and sequencing through
caterpillar activity was a great fun to our little
learners.  When the child pastes the circles and align
them in a row, according to the sequence the Fine motor
skills will  develop. Hand eye-coordination will  develop
through this activity. Our little learners at kairos
international school enjoyed this hands on colorful
activity thoroughly. 

NUMERACY

LITERACY 
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Flowers brighten every day. The hands-on plant activity, will  encourage the child to
explore the parts of a plant. Science involves exploring and understanding the world
around us. It  is very important to learn about the world around us. We at Kairos
International School expose the children to the concepts around us. This activity is a
great way to incorporate labels.  By using labels,  children will  begin to connect printed
words with ideas, concepts, and objects.  Preprimary children had lot of fun during this
activity. 

AWARENESS

14



PP 2

LITERACY

Colour green is Renewal,
nature and energy.
Children celebrated Green
colour day with lots of
crafts,colouring and watering
the plants.  They enjoyed
dressed up in green colour. 
Children spoke about the Green
colour objects as a show and
tell  activity

With this Activity children able to
identify the Family words and
knowing to feed the pet animals and
improving their eye coordination.
Feed the Bunny is the perfect way for
students to practice Family Words.
Knowing the names and sounds of the
words is one of the first steps students
need to master in order to read
independently. This is called
phonemic awareness. The more
chances our little ones have to work
with letter sounds, the
better!

Children will  improve their eye coordination to
find the numbers and improve fine motor skills to
pasting the numbers on their respective numbers

GREEN DAY

BUNNY FEEDING
ACTIVITY

FINDING AND PASTING
ACTIVITY
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Social-Emotional Development: Hands on cooking activities help
children develop confidence and skill.
Following recipes encourages children to be self  directed and
independent, it  also teaches them to follow directions and develop
problem-solving skills.
Physical Development: Fine motor and eye-hand
coordination skills are developing by spreading and cutting in to
pieces.
Cognitive Development: Cooking encourages children’s
thinking, problem-solving, and creativity. It also allows
children the opportunity to use the knowledge they have and apply
it by counting following a sequence, following
directions, and cause and effect.

Fine motor skills.  Enhancing children's hand-
eye coordination and building levels of
manual dexterity.
Identification of shapes, colour and texture.
Working with materials teaches them about
colours, shapes and textures Creativity.
Art activities are engaging for kids because
they are an opportunity for hands-on
creation, which is how children retain
information most effectively and efficiently
at this
age. Motor skills and eye-hand coordination
skills are also developed through pre-primary
art activities.

MAKING A CAKE (TABLE TOP KITCHEN ACTIVITY)

ART AND CRAFT

16



Candy Treat Activity: Knowledge of word families helps children build
vocabulary. Instead of memorizing spellings and meanings of all
words, they learn understand their common meanings or sounds.
Candy treat is a fun loving game for learners. On the candies family
words has to be written when the sound comes up kids will give the
candy treat to the pumpkin. Knowing the names and sounds of the
words is one of the first steps students need to master in order to read
independently. Kids will have fun with these activities.
Students will learn new vocabulary words, use them correctly in a
sentence, and understand their meaning in the text

Vegetables: Child can able to differentiate the vegetables as like -
leafy-fruit, adding flavour, and we can be eaten raw
They can be improved: Literacy Knowledge and Skills Knowledge,
Awareness, Print Concepts. Students will learn that the vegetables
come in many colors and that it is important to “eat a rainbow”.
Children have been made aware of the different kind of vegetables.
Learners give explanations on the importance of eating vegetables.
Children will enjoy different types of vegetables every day. It is vital
to building strong bodies and encouraging healthy eating habits.

AWARENESS SKILL

LITERACY 
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2s-skip counting: 
Students will be able to skip count by twos and understand when it is appropriate to skip count by two.
Skip counting is a fun and valuable math skill. It helps students get to know numbers better, recognize
patterns, and learn how multiplication.
Here kids using dry fruits and to count using 2s skip counting.
Skip counting is so much more. It helps students see patterns in numbers as well as lays a great
foundation for number sense and learning the multiplication facts. However, they can be a fun and
useful tool when teaching this skill and jumping on numbers with 2s skip counting.

NUMERACY
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Children are progressing very well, and we have
started ourterm with “Fantasy stories”. Children
learnt the difference between the fantasy and a
real world. The provocation set up of the unit
consisted of conducting a show and tell of any
story book which they like. Discussions were
made to know the elements of a fantasy story.
Children were given opportunities to make up
their fantasy story using fruits. Children made a
fantasy character using different fruits and made
up a story on it. They presented their stories to
the class along with the character they made.
Children enjoyed a lot making their own fantasy
story.

ENGLISH

This academic year started with lot of excitement with new students.Online classes continued due
to Covid pandemic. Parents were very happy to see their children adapting well to the online mode
and productive learning has happening. They were highly appreciative of the Online teaching and
active participation of the students. It's a pleasure to see the students interacting with the teacher

and peers online.

Children are progressing very well, and we have started
ourterm with “Fantasy stories”. Children learnt the
difference between the fantasy and a real world. The
provocation set up of the unit consisted of conducting a
show and tell of any story book which they like. Discussions
were made to know the elements of a fantasy story.
Children were given opportunities to make up their fantasy
story using fruits. Children made a fantasy character using
different fruits and made up a story on it. They presented
their stories to the class along with the character they
made. Children enjoyed a lot making their own fantasy
story.

SCIENCE
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Children had an opportunity to
present the balanced plate of their
meal to the class. They also tasted
new foods which they don’t like.
During the unit, many predictions
and checking the results were
done. To end the unit, children
made a healthy salad on their own
and drew the picture of salad in
their notebooks.

Children of stage 1 started their term with numbers
and counting. As a provocation, they were asked to
bring lot of objects which they have at home. Few of
them brought coins, cubes, pulses and learnt
counting the objects. During that they also learnt
even and odd numbers, comparing of the numbers.
While learning about the shapes, they made 2D
shapes with match sticks/toothpicks  etc. They had
fun while doing fun activities.

SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS
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In Stage I, started Term II with the Unit - Shapes, position and
movement. From this unit started with basic 2D shapes (circle,
triangle, square and rectangle). Children enjoyed learning this
topic by making shapes using their favourite play dough. They
learnt about sides and corners of each shape. After 2D shapes
they learnt about 3D shapes using play dough and tooth
picks. They understood that 2D shapes are flat and 3D shapes
are fat shapes. Children can identify the edges, faces and
corners from the model which they made using play dough
and tooth picks of all 3D shapes. Children learnt pentagon
and hexagon by tracing the shapes and pasting dal over the
shapes. Student learnt patterns by creating their own
patterns on a paper bag. For Position and movement we use
grids to draw the route the bee takes to beehive, man to
house and red riding hood takes to get to wolf. In the topic
Units of time students learned days of the week, yesterday,
today and tomorrow. Children made wheel of days and
arrows for yesterday, today and tomorrow. In statistical
methods students learnt how to sort data using Carroll
diagram, Venn diagram, block graph and pictograph.
Students made a chart using the given data on Statistical
methods.

3D shapes using Play dough and
tooth picks

2D shapes using pulses

2D shapes using Play dough

Paper bag activity
on patterns

Chart on Statistical
methods

Yesterday, today and tomorrow

Days of the week wheel

MATHEMATICS
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In Term 2, students learnt the distinction between objects and
materials through the investigation of the observable
characteristics of objects and the specific properties of the
materials from which the objects are made. They played material
hunt games, made hand print with different properties, made
sunglasses to learn transparent property and suspension bridge
model to learn why some materials are used to make objects.
Students also looked into the unit of plants, where they learnt
about living and non-living things. They explored parts of a plant
and also learnt that they can eat a whole plant.

Started Term 2 with the units Recounts followed by Traditional
rhymes. As a provocation children were asked to recollect what
they did on previous day. They shared their experiences with
their friends. During the unit, they learnt different types of
recounts and also made postcard recounts, diary recounts and
their trip with family recount. They learnt about the verbs and
made few verb books. They also learnt the importance of using
past tense verbs in recounts. In Traditional rhymes, they have
seen few rhymes from different countries. Children made
poems with rhyming words. They all enjoyed making up their
own poems. During the term, they learnt blends by making
blend books, verb endings of s, ed and ing with ice-cream
cones.

ENGLISH

SCIENCE
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A traditional tale is a story that has been passed
down from generation to generation in the style
of a folk tale, or a fairy tale, as we commonly call
them. These well-known stories are used to help
develop reading comprehension and early
writing skills. The children enjoyed making
puppets and retelling the stories. They have
made rhyming words stars, enjoyed Hands on
activities on Punctuation concept and explored
that by following the instructions step wise they
can prepare yummy fruit kebabs and pan cakes.
They had a memorable class party.

ENGLISH

This academic year started with lot of excitement with new students.Online classes continued due
to Covid pandemic. Parents were very happy to see their children adapting well to the online mode
and productive learning has happening. They were highly appreciative of the Online teaching and
active participation of the students. It's a pleasure to see the students interacting with the teacher

and peers online.

Stage2 Students are having a blast learning about
animals and plants. The children learnt about what
habitats/environments animals in each order live in,
what characteristics the animals have, and
identifying examples of animals that belong in each
order.

SCIENCE
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 The children participated and
enjoyed creating a model of mini-
habitats for an ant, snail, fish and
plants. Children learnt about seed
germination, observed the stages
and maintained their records. Seed
story was the Title. Learning is
always fun at Kairos International
School.

Working with block graphs is the foundation for learning about bar charts. It
helps to familiarise children with the concept of numbers on the vertical axis and
labels on the horizontal axis.
When drawing a bar chart, children will need to think about how wide the bars
are and whether they are going to have gaps between each bar. A block diagram
is easier, as it just involves colouring, but introduces children very early on to a
visual portrayal of the information they have gathered. 
Block diagrams may be used as part of cross-curricular learning, for example: the
children may have a global perspective lesson about traffic where they take the
tally, then use their maths lesson to draw up the block diagram, then have a
literacy lesson where they write a recount of the investigation they have carried
out.Stage2 children enjoyed this hands on activity

SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS
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In Stage II, Started Term II with the Unit -
Shapes, position and movement. From this unit
started with basic 2D shapes (circle, triangle,
square and rectangle). Children enjoyed
learning this topic by making shapes using
their favourite play dough. They learnt about
sides and corners of each shape. After 2D
shapes they learnt about 3D shapes using play
dough and tooth picks. They understood that
2D shapes are flat and 3D shapes are fat shapes.
Children can identify the edges, faces and
corners from the model which they made using
play dough and tooth picks of all 3D shapes.
Children learnt pentagon, hexagon, heptagon
and octagon by tracing the shapes and pasting
pulses over the shapes. Student learnt patterns
by creating their own patterns on a paper bag.
For Position and movement we use grids to
draw the route the bee takes to beehive, man
to house and red riding hood takes to get to
wolf. Students made a video and explained
about lines of symmetry. In statistical methods
students learnt how to sort data using Tally,
Carroll diagram, Venn diagram, block graph
and pictograph. Students made a chart using
the given data on Statistical methods. 

MATHEMATICS

3D shapes using
Play dough and

tooth picks

2D shapes using Play dough

Paper bag activity
on patterns

Chart on Statistical
methods
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Children will be happier to learn when they are having
fun. Fun is just another word of learning. Stage-2
Students enjoyed the adjectives activity a lot. By this
activity, they have learned how to describe their best
friend in their best words. When an activity is an
example from our regular life. All the learners will feel
comfortable and will learn easily. This activity ignites the
spark of thinking, encourages them to reflect and
develops their writing skills and spoke confidently. 

Edible Rocks
(Chocolates) Rocks

ENGLISH

Rocks is an interesting topic to explore. Stage-2
students explored their surroundings and
collected various types of rocks for the activity.
They were encouraged to make a note of
different types of rocks names and how they
were used in our regular life. Students
understood the properties of rocks. Chocolate
activity (Edible Rocks activity). Everyone loves
chocolates, children were excited for this
activity, and they have collected different
chocolates, and were encouraged to match it
with the rocks. All the students of stage2
enjoyed this activity and their chocolates too.
Children’s had lot of fun doing this chocolate
activity. We at Kairos international school
believe
 Fun+ Learning=The Best Educational
experience.

SCIENCE
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Activity: Book Cover Making
Young learners of stage-3 created an
alternative Book Cover design for a book they
were reading, Anna Hibiscus by Atinuke. The
learners included a clear title, author’s name,
a graphic design that reflected the theme of
the book. Images are a powerful tool of
communication; the students’ book cover
reflected the content and mood of the book.
This activity helped the students to
demonstrate comprehension and explore
character, plot and setting of the story. . It
also generated among the students the love
of reading , enabling the young minds to
make choices about books to read for
pleasure, based on blurbs and reviews.

ENGLISH

This academic year started with lot of excitement with new students.Online classes continued due
to Covid pandemic. Parents were very happy to see their children adapting well to the online mode
and productive learning has happening. They were highly appreciative of the Online teaching and
active participation of the students. It's a pleasure to see the students interacting with the teacher

and peers online.

ACTIVITY: Plant parts and their functions
It’s been fantastic to see our Stage-3 students
are enjoying some gardening and growing lots
of new plants whilst at home!

SCIENCE
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In this activity students are
learning all about plant plants and
functions. As a part of these
activity students also enjoyed
playing with mud at the same time
learnt how to plant a seed and
steps to maintain a good care of
plants. They also provided the
conditions that are required for
plant growth. Understand the
functions of different parts of a
plant. 

Activity : complements of 100 
This activity helps students to add and subtract. Students split numbers in useful
ways. They show how numbers join together, and how they break down into
component parts. As students progress, number complements become an
essential mental problem-solving strategy. This helps students understand the
nuances of a concept. Students often find them more deeply engaging than other
activities, as they experience the activity first-hand, rather than hearing about it
or seeing it.

SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

28



Food chain:
Purpose: To help students understand that almost
all kinds of animals’ food can be traced back to
plants and that the sun is often the ultimate source
of energy needed for all organisms to stay alive and
grow. During this unit, students draw upon many of
the science concepts introduced throughout the
year. The investigation of ecosystems in this unit
refocuses students’ attention on the importance of
the Sun to all life on Earth and that we are all
connected in an ecosystem. Students plan and
implement descriptive investigations including
asking and answering questions, making inferences,
and selecting and using equipment or technology
needed. They observe and describe the physical
characteristics of environments and how they
support populations and communities within an
ecosystem. Additionally, students identify and
describe the flow of energy in a food chain and
predict how changes in a food chain affect the
ecosystem such as removal of frogs from a pond or
bees from a field. Learners continue to collect,
record, and analyze information using tools, and
communicate valid conclusions supported by data
in writing, by drawing pictures and making
scientific models. 

SCIENCE

Internal organs:
An organ is a group of different tissues that
work together to do a particular job. Organs
are grouped together into organ systems.

Examples of organ systems include the
circulatory system and the respiratory system
system.

29



Carroll diagram:
A Carroll diagram is a simple table
(usually made up of four boxes)
that is used to group things and
organise information. Its purpose is
to sort data by asking simple 'yes'
or 'no' questions. .The answers to
those questions are recorded in the
relevant boxes. This helps students
understand the nuances of a
concept. Students often find them
more deeply engaging than other
activities, as they experience the
activity first-hand, rather than
hearing about it or seeing it

Comic Strip Activity:
Comic strips and cartoons engage students in meaningful learning experiences
where they get to practice key skills such as writing, reading, speaking and
communication. Also, they can help students develop higher-order thinking skills.
Young learners of Stage-3 depicted the story of Amusement park problem
uniquely through the comic strip activity during their English class. They found
the activity interesting and motivating as the illustrations made by them gave a
personal dimension to their ideas and understanding of the story.

MATHEMATICS

ENGLISH

30



Activity : Color the Adverbs
Active learners of stage-4 demonstrated their
understanding of types of Adverbs
successfully through colors during this
activity done in their English Class. It was a
fun way to learn the different types of
adverbs like Adverbs of Manner, Time, Place,
Frequency, and Degree. A set of different
types of adverbs were given to the learners
and they classified those words into the
correct type of adverb using a definite color
code. Adverbs are essential for any good
speaker and writer. They help to add
emotional depth, clarity, and motives.

ENGLISH

This academic year started with lot of excitement with new students.Online classes continued due
to Covid pandemic. Parents were very happy to see their children adapting well to the online mode
and productive learning has happening. They were highly appreciative of the Online teaching and
active participation of the students. It's a pleasure to see the students interacting with the teacher

and peers online.

The sole purpose of flowers is sexual reproduction,
therefore ensuring the survival of the species. Many
flowers that rely on pollinators, such as birds and
butterflies, have evolved to have brightly colored
petals and appealing scents as a way to attract the
attention of the pollinators. Flowers that are
pollinated by the wind do not need to be as showy in
order to survive and, therefore, wind-pollinated
flowers are typically duller in both aesthetics and
scent.

SCIENCE
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Here students learn about every
part of a flower, and understand in
details why flowers are different
from one another. Students made a
model of flower by using clay.

This activity shows a shortcut to multiply decimal with 10,100,1000. In reality, the
decimal point moving is sort of an illusion, and instead, the digits of the numbers
move within the place value chart. This explanation can really help students to
understand the reason behind the "trick" of moving the decimal point.it helps to
stage 4 .

SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

32



Carbon dioxide experiment:
Carbon dioxide is a colorless, odorless gas. It’s what
makes soft drinks fizzy and makes up the air we
breathe out. While it is a necessary greenhouse gas
that keeps the Earth’s oceans from freezing solid,
increasing levels of CO2 contribute to global
warming, making it a gas worth studying. Simple
carbon dioxide experiments will demonstrate to
students the scientific methods. In this experiment,
students use their own exhaled breath to explore
the reaction between carbon dioxide and lime
water. They observe the formation of a milky white
liquid, the colour change of an acid. When lime
water turns milky, it proves that there is a carbon-
di-oxide.

Digestive system model:
Digestion is the process by which large insoluble
molecules of food are broken down into smaller
soluble molecules which can be used by the body.
The digestive system is made up of several organs
working together, to make an organ system
(Digestive system ). This activity shows how to make
an easy digestion system model. Learners enjoyed
this activity by making the model of digestive
system with available materials like clay, color
papers, pulses etc..

SCIENCE

Checking temperature of water at different
conditions:
By this activity learners understand how to use
thermometer and checking values in
thermometer. They are checking the
temperature of water (hot, cold and normal).
They also understand the boiling point and
melting point of water and recorded their
observations.
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Fractions Wall:
This activity can be used to explore
equivalence between fractions,
Fractions are represented by layers
of bricks which can be turned on or
off. It is easy to show why, for
example that one half is equal to
two-quarters or four-eighths. This
activity really helped stage 4
children.

Creating a Persuasive Brochure:
Young learners of Stage-4 , learned to create a persuasive Brochure for
advertisement purpose. They enjoyed creating a persuasive Brochure advertising
their school , Kairos International School and their favorite Chocolate. Students
included informative and convincing content with strong positive words and
phrases. The catchy phrases and the eye catching designs was definitely a
pleasure to read. Through this engaging activity, the students learnt the purpose
and the features of a persuasive brochure , giving air to their creativity and
imaginations.

MATHEMATICS

ENGLISH
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Activity: Poem Composition
Poetry, the highest form of literature,
influences us because it shows different shades
of human beings, being the product of human
imagination. It expresses different feelings
such as friendship, love and other human
emotions. So why is this form of writing so
beautiful? A lot of writing forms express
emotion, but with poetry, it seems to go
deeper. It is amazing how intricate the words
and sounds can flow in a piece of poetry.
Learners of stage-5 penned down beautiful
poems during their English Class. They learnt to
write different forms of syllabic and non-
syllabic poems with illustrations like Tanka,
Limerick, Cinquain, Acrostic , Haiku, Shape and
included the poetic devices in their poem. The
learners read aloud their poems in the class as
a part of shared learning, offering a new way of
thinking for all.

ENGLISH

This academic year started with lot of excitement with new students.Online classes continued due
to Covid pandemic. Parents were very happy to see their children adapting well to the online mode
and productive learning has happening. They were highly appreciative of the Online teaching and
active participation of the students. It's a pleasure to see the students interacting with the teacher

and peers online.
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Respiratory system
The cells in our bodies need oxygen to stay alive.
Carbon dioxide is made in our bodies as cells do
their jobs. The lungs and respiratory system allow
oxygen in the air to be taken into the body, while
also letting the body get rid of carbon dioxide in
the air breathed out.Constructing a lung model is
an excellent way to learn about the respiratory
system and how the lungs function.The
movement of the balloon matches your
breathing – when you breathe in, your lungs fill
with air just like the balloons inside the bottle
did. That's because the diaphragm expanded
making room for air inside the lung. .. . Air goes in
and out of both of your lungs at the same time.
This model just represents lungs. Building own
lung model helps to gain a better understanding
of how the lungs work!

The understanding of angle sum property:
Define the angle sum property. The angle sum property of a triangle states that
the angles of a triangle always add up to 180°.Every triangle has three angles and
whether it is an acute, obtuse, or right triangle, the angles sum to 180°.For
example, in triangle ABC, angle A + angle B + angle C = 180°.This theorem is useful
for finding the measure of an unknown angle when you know the other two.This
activity improve both visual and kinesthetic learner for stage 5

SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS
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Food chain:
Food chains are directional paths of trophic energy
or, equivalently, sequences of links that start with
basal species, such as producers or fine organic
matter, and end with consumer organisms. Food
chains are often used in ecological modelling; it
shows how energy is transferred from one living
organism to another via food. It is important for us to
understand the Working of the food chain as it
explains the important living organisms that make
up the food chain and how the ecology is balanced

Bike Proportions:
Bike Proportions is a game that is an ultimate
combination of thrill and learning. It helps
the capacity to calculate an equivalent ratio .
It is a self-paced game where children pick
the slow or fast option of playing as per their
comfort level. The best strategy to play this
game is to start slow, and then reduce the
time so that you can practice faster
calculation, quicker thinking, and appropriate
reasoning. 

SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

Biography Making: 
Young learners of stage-5 , presented the biography
of Charles Dickens after researching about his life,
through Biography Making Activity. The students
learnt the features of Biography playfully during the
English class as a part of Recount Text learning. After
researching and gathering information about Charles
Dickens, the students reflected on what they know
and displayed a reasoned response during this
Activity. The students demonstrated awareness
about the life of Charles Dickens from his birth to
death and understood that biography is written
about famous personalities. 

ENGLISH
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Everyone can make comics
Comic strips and cartoons engage students in
meaningful learning experiences where they
get to practice key skills such as writing,
reading, speaking and communication.
Also,they can help students develop higher-
order thinking skills. Learners of stage 6, found
the comic strips making activity fun,
interesting and motivating.

ENGLISH

This academic year started with lot of excitement with new students.Online classes continued due
to Covid pandemic. Parents were very happy to see their children adapting well to the online mode
and productive learning has happening. They were highly appreciative of the Online teaching and
active participation of the students. It's a pleasure to see the students interacting with the teacher

and peers online.
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Food chains are directional paths of trophic
energy or, equivalently, sequences of links that
start with basal species, such as producers or fine
organic matter, and end with consumer
organisms. Food chains are often used in
ecological modelling; it shows how energy is
transferred from one living organism to another
via food. It is important for us to understand the
Working of the food chain as it explains the
important living organisms that make up the
food chain and how the ecology is balanced

Activity on topic Fraction was conducted on 26th and 27th of July. Teacher
explained about the activity and how is it related to the topic. Students were
ready with all the materials posted by the teacher. Students followed all the steps
instructed by the teacher and successfully completed the activity.

SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS
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Virus:
Viruses are very, very small. A virus is much smaller than
one of our cells. To see a virus, we need to use a special
kind of microscope called an electron microscope. Viruses
are not made of cells. They do not have a cell membrane
or cytoplasm. The blue-green outer layer of virus is a coat
made of protein. There are little pegs on the outside of
this coat. The orange part inside contains a substance
called RNA. The RNA is made of little threads that contain
a set of coded instructions for making more viruses.
Viruses cannot do anything at all on their own. They do
not respire, feed, excrete or grow. They are not sensitive
and cannot move. Viruses have to get inside a living cell
before they can make copies of themselves. When the
viruses are inside the cell, each virus bursts open. The
virus forces the cell to copy the instructions on its RNA,
and make many new viruses. This is called replication.
This kills the cell. Then the new viruses burst out of the
dying cell, ready to infect more cells.

Activity on topic “ANGLES ” was conducted for
students of Stage-6 on 21st and 22nd of
September. Teacher explained about the
types of angles and how to distinguish
between them. Students were ready with all
the materials posted by the teacher. Students
followed all the steps explained by teacher
and they completed the activity successfully.

SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

Movies are not just for big screens! : 
Movie Strip Making Activity, This is a simple activity
which can encourage creativity in students. Taking
inspiration from the actual movie reel strips, stage 6
students made movie strips using paper. Story telling
using visuals nourishes the imaginative and
organizational skills of the learners. 

ENGLISH
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Reviving the Radio Drama
Radio dramas can offer the audience
things which are at a loss to find in any
other medium, including movies and
the stage, is an intimacy, a personal
dimension, that makes every
encounter with radio drama an
encounter with one's own imagination.
Focusing on this, learners of stage 7
scripted and presented a radio drama
in the classroom.

ENGLISH

This academic year started with lot of excitement with new students.Online classes continued due
to Covid pandemic. Parents were very happy to see their children adapting well to the online mode
and productive learning has happening. They were highly appreciative of the Online teaching and
active participation of the students. It's a pleasure to see the students interacting with the teacher

and peers online.

Starchy Food
Starch is one of the major nutrients in the human diet.
Starchy foods are a good source of energy and the main
source of a range of nutrients in our diet. As well as
starch, they contain fibre, calcium, iron and B vitamins.
The food products which we eat include different types of
carbohydrates, among which starch and sugars are the
main carbohydrates found in our food products.We can
test for starch with the help of an iodine test bysoaking
any food items, namely potato, in drops of iodine for
some time. If it turns blue-black afterwards, it contains
starch. The liquid used for testing starch is an iodine
solution.

SCIENCE
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Introducing Math activity into the classroom is a great way to make learning fun,
engaging and motivating for learners.
Activity on topic FRACTION was conducted for students of Stage-7. Teacher
explained about the activity and how it is related to topic. Students were ready
with all the materials posted by the teacher. Students followed all the instructions
given by teacher and successfully they completed the activity.

Activity – Types of Charts 
The chart is an effective way to display data in pictorial form. Before making a
chart it’s important to understand why you need one. As we have multiple
options in charts, for example, column charts, pie charts, etc, this activity was
focused on selecting the right chart type to represent the information.
Activity was a hands on one, for standard 7, on how can we make these charts
in excel, after making the charts on a chart paper, students were able to make
different types of charts in Excel . 

MATHEMATICS

ICT
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Planning a solubility investigation:
A solid that dissolves in a solvent such as water is said to
be soluble. Sodium chloride (common salt) and sugar are
soluble. A solid that will not dissolve in water is insoluble.
Iron filings are insoluble in water. Adding a soluble solid
to a beaker of water, there comes a point where no more
of the solid will dissolve. The solution made is a saturated
solution. Some soluble substances are more soluble than
others. If you have 100 ml of water, you would be able to
dissolve a lot of sodium chloride in it, but only a tiny
amount of lead chloride. It lets us understand that
Sodium chloride has greater solubility than lead chloride.

Activity on topic “LINES AND ANGLES” was
conducted for students of Stage-7 on 20th
and 21st of September. Teacher explained
about the nomenclature of different types of
lines and their correlation with angles.
Students were ready with all the materials
posted by the teacher. Students followed all
the instructions given by teacher and they
completed the activity successfully.

SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS
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Application of Blog in English Writing
Blogs are a great way to help children
to express themselves, to develop their
confidence and to improve their
reading and writing skills. In addition
to all these, the sense of fulfilment
children get after publishing their
work is unmatched. Learners of stage 8
are on their way to become great
bloggers! 

ENGLISH

This academic year started with lot of excitement with new students.Online classes continued due
to Covid pandemic. Parents were very happy to see their children adapting well to the online mode
and productive learning has happening. They were highly appreciative of the Online teaching and
active participation of the students. It's a pleasure to see the students interacting with the teacher

and peers online.

Carbon cycle and building atoms by using
simulations.
The carbon cycle describes the process in
which carbon atoms continually travel from
the atmosphere to the Earth and then back
into the atmosphere.
 Carbon is released back into the atmosphere
when organisms die, volcanoes erupt, fires
blaze, fossil fuels are burned, and through a
variety of other mechanisms.

SCIENCE
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Stage-8 students done a model, showing how carbon molecules transfer from
Earth to atmosphere.
Atoms: It is composed of protons, which have a positive charge, and neutrons,
which have no charge. Protons, neutrons, and the electrons surrounding them
are long-lived particles present in all ordinary, naturally occurring atoms.
Other subatomic particles may be found in association with these three types
of particles.
Students build an atom by using phet simulations, by adding number of
protons, neutrons and electrons. 

Ratio and proportion was conducted for
students of stage-8. Teacher explained about
the activity and how it is related to topic.
Students were ready with all the materials
posted by the teacher. Students followed all
the instructions given by teacher and
successfully they completed the activity.

SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS
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Liquid Density and Soild Density:
Why do objects that are the same size sometimes have
different weights? The answer has to do with their
density. An object's density is determined by comparing
its mass to its volume. If you compare rock and a cork
that is the same size (meaning they have equal volume),
which is heavier? The correct answer is the rock because
it has more mass. This is due to the atomic structure of
the elements, molecules, and compounds that make it
up. Liquids have density, too. You can perform several
science experiments with liquids of different densities
such as dish soap vs. color water to determine which is
denser. 

Activity on topic “ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS”
was conducted for students of Stage-8 on
18th of November. Teacher explained about
different types of algebraic expressions, like
and unlike terms, addition and subtraction of
expressions. Students were ready with all the
materials posted by the teacher. Students
followed all the instructions given by teacher
and they completed the activity successfully.

SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

Poster Making : 
Posters help document and preserve the
lessons visually and are a great reference tool
for learners. Stage 8 students captured the
main objectives of Descriptive Writing in the
poster making activity. 

ENGLISH
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Summer camp is a great opportunity for children
to explore new things or get into an environment
filled with things they love. Also, it’s a unique
place where children are encouraged to become
self-confident and independent while socializing
and making new friends, and learn important life
skills. 
The pandemic outbreak followed by a lockdown
has brought uneasy days into everyone’s lives.
This year children are destined to spend their
summer vacation under lockdown. But everyone
will agree to the fact that Summer vacation and
Summer Camps are inseparable. Considering the
seriousness of the pandemic situation and the
mental well-being of the children, A virtual
summer camp was organized by Kairos
International School. The 10 days summer camp
started on the 17th of May and continued till the
28th.  
The school offered a well-structured opportunity
for children to spend their summer holidays
effectively. They offered 3 different summer
programs for the children to choose from. It
included Performance Art, Miniature Painting,
and Storytelling with puppetry

Story Telling

Summer
Camp
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The performance art sessions laid
the foundation for drama, acting,
dance, and music related to
drama/theatre for students aged 9
years to 14 years. Children
performed the great Shakespearean
tragedy Macbeth on stage. The live
staging of Macbeth by children was
the greatest attraction of the
summer camp. Also, the short mime
sessions organized by the school as a
part of the performance art
provided children a great platform
to learn the history of mime and to
express themselves through music
and dramatic form of art.
Storytelling sessions introduced
children to different storytelling
methods. 

Performance ART
 

Summer
Camp

 

Children actively participated in
these sessions which included
role-plays, puppet shows, and
story presentations. These live
summer sessions brought stories
to life and sparkled young
imaginations. The summer camp
was a great initiative taken by
the school to support the parents
while the students are at home
due to the pandemic. The
parents and students welcomed
the summer programs offered by
the school wholeheartedly.
Parents appreciated the efforts
of the school and faculty during
the pandemic.

Miniature Painting
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Scholastic and co-scholastic activities have an
equal importance in school programmes for
the all-around development of a child.
Keeping this in view, we at Kairos
International school conducted the virtual
fancy dress competition named Fairytale
Fiesta. The purpose of conducting the
competition was not only to blend learning
with fun but also to develop confidence in the
students. Children dressed up in their
colourful costumes and spoke a few sentences
on the character that they depicted. The effort
and hard work of children was highly
commendable.

Students displayed their talents on the theme
‘Fairytale’. They dressed up in many fantasy
characters like Dora, Spider man, King Kong,
Fairy princess, Cinderella, Snow queen etc.
The competition proved to be great learning
experience for the students and gave them a
platform to explore their hidden talents.

fairytale
fiesta
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The children of Kairos International School
celebrated Father’s Day with a lot of
enthusiasm on 19th of June 2021 virtually.
The event took off with Principal ma’am
welcoming the fathers along with their
children. The children sang a lovely song for
their fathers. Children from pre-primary
students entertained us with their
enthralling ramp walks. A quiz was
conducted where jumbled pictures of fathers
and children are shown and they have to
match them. All of them enjoyed in
answering the quiz. Few fathers talked about
their reflection on their fathers. They gave
important tips to both father and the child
for a successful relationship. They also
suggested to students to cherish the
memories, listen to their father’s and give
out a tight hug to them. We ended the
program by tributing the parents with a
video of both father and a child enjoying
together.

father's
day

 

The dynamic event concluded by
fathers expressing their feelings
on the occasion. They appreciated
the efforts of school authorities
for this unique idea of Fathers
reflection on their own fathers in
such celebrations and said that
these types of events help them to
relive their relationship with
their fathers. It also helps them to
nurture their relationship with
their children.
It was a memorable event which
the fathers and children will
cherish for their lifetime.
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This year’s International Yoga Day
and Music Day celebrations were
held at Kairos International School
virtually on 21st June. All the children
and the staff members of the school
participated in the activities
organized as a part of the
celebrations during the special
assembly. 

The inaugural speech stressed the
importance of yoga and exercises in
day-to-day life. A Yoga student of the
school guided the gathering in doing
Surya Namaskar. One of the teachers
demonstrated various asanas for
neck and shoulders and encouraged
the children to practice yoga daily. 

Yoga day and World Music Day
 

School’s Music teacher reflected on
the great history of world music
and stole the show with his music
skills.The school principal Krishna
Sri addressed the students online
and enhanced the audience’s
knowledge about Yoga and the
impact of Music in life. “Yoga helps
in improving concentration and in
attaining inner peace. It helps a
person improve life physically,
mentally, and spiritually as
well.Celebrating health and Music
together brings forth the value of
both,” said the principal. The
gathering identified the celebration
as a great experience as they get to
learn different Yoga asanas to
remain fit and healthy.
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Mothers In times of Corona: Celebrating Mother’s
Day with Greater Significance.
Today is a unique day out of the whole year, we get a
beautiful opportunity to express our love, respect, and
gratitude to people who have given us so much: our
mothers. On this day the whole world acknowledges
and appreciates the continuous efforts, dedication,
and hard work of mothers. All mothers deserve this
recognition as the selfless love and care of mothers
are unmatched and can never be thanked enough.
Mothers are capable of sacrifices that others can
hardly imagine making. The past year has been a
testimonial of the same. These days haven’t been easy
for anyone of us. The pandemic outbreak followed by
a lockdown was a challenging time. But making our
respect grew leaps and bounds mothers accepted the
challenges. Mothers, from day 1 of the pandemic, have
been relentlessly trying to make things better for the
people around them

Students displayed their talents on the theme
‘Fairytale’. They dressed up in many fantasy
characters like Dora, Spider man, King Kong, Fairy
princess, Cinderella, Snow queen etc.
The competition proved to be great learning
experience for the students and gave them a platform
to explore their hidden talents.

mother's
day
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When we thought of superheroes before the
pandemic, they all wore capes and they could
all probably fly. But now we know who the
real superheroes are. They are the mothers.
The roles they have played during these days
are numerous: they have become protective
shields to keep their children and other
family members away from the virus, they
have gone through a digital transformation
overnight to assist kids with their studies,
they acted as counselors when the household
filled with anxiety and stress brought by the
pandemic, they have taken care of the
infected ones with utmost care like a nurse
or a doctor. They were confronted with
stressful and unprecedented pressures and
demands in their work-life too. To all of
these, they responded positively often with a
smile. Their organizational and
management skills proved to be nothing less
than that of any government officers in
managing this crisis. 

mother's
day

 

Mothers also had their share of
fears and inhibitions but they
kept them at bay and continued
to take up the challenges to
make the world safer for
everyone. We are indebted to
mothers for a lifetime. Let this
not be limited to a one-day
celebration of motherhood,
instead, acknowledge and value
mothers and their hard work
every day in our life. Every
mother should be treated with
love and respect always. 
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When we thought of superheroes before the
pandemic, they all wore capes and they could
all probably fly. But now we know who the
real superheroes are. They are the mothers.
The roles they have played during these days
are numerous: they have become protective
shields to keep their children and other
family members away from the virus, they
have gone through a digital transformation
overnight to assist kids with their studies,
they acted as counselors when the household
filled with anxiety and stress brought by the
pandemic, they have taken care of the
infected ones with utmost care like a nurse
or a doctor. They were confronted with
stressful and unprecedented pressures and
demands in their work-life too. To all of
these, they responded positively often with a
smile. Their organizational and
management skills proved to be nothing less
than that of any government officers in
managing this crisis. 

Nature conservation day
 

Kairos International
School has organized
various activities on the
occasion of Word Nature
Conservation Day to instill
respect and love in the
students towards nature.
The school dedicated the
day to create awareness
among the students that
how individuals can bring
about sufficient impact to
cause a change.
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Kairos International School celebrated
World Environment day on 5th June. The
theme for the world environment day 2021 is
“RESTORING ECOSYSTEM”. The school
principal, teachers and students were
present for the event. All are dressed in
green attire. 
The principal welcomed the students with an
opening speech giving an Insight to the
importance of the day. She made our
students aware of the need to take
immediate action to save the environment
and mother earth. The student of stage 6
addresses the audience with an enlightened
speech mentioning “how small Endeavour
could make a big difference”. He requested
all to spread the Awareness of saving the
environment. He ended the speech by saying
that each one can do their bit by stopping the
use of plastic bags, stop wasting food, start
using public transportation to save fuel and
to start recycling for a green tomorrow.

World environment day
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The Oath taken by the students to take an
initiative by saving the environment and
doing their bit for a cleaner and greener
mother earth. Students enthusiastically
participated in activities such as posters
making, growing sprouts and making green
salad, painting on themes of water
conservation, writing articles on banning
the use of plastic, writing slogans and
making students aware of the need to
conserve nature. 
Finally the Assembly ended up with
educating students on how to plant and
adopt a tree and motivated students to plant
more trees in order to make the surrounding
green. “It is important to look after our
environment in order to make Earth is a
better place to live”. Said by principal. The
students had an experience and get to learn
few basic steps to how to take care of mother
Earth.

World environment day
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On 1st July, Doctor’s Day Celebration
were held at Kairos International School
virtually. All members of the school
organised special assembly for the
celebration.
On the occasion of National Doctor’s
Day, the students were shown the token
of gratitude in the form of greeting cards
and posters.
Students played the role of doctors and
shared some valuable insights which are
very important during this situation of
Global pandemic. Head boy of school
shared the reason of celebration on 1st
July. Program concluded with a song of
appreciation played by a student. The
gathering identified the celebration as a
great experience as they get to learn the
valuable tips and the reason of
celebration.

Doctor's day
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On 1st July, Doctor’s Day Celebration
were held at Kairos International School
virtually. All members of the school
organised special assembly for the
celebration.
On the occasion of National Doctor’s
Day, the students were shown the token
of gratitude in the form of greeting cards
and posters.
Students played the role of doctors and
shared some valuable insights which are
very important during this situation of
Global pandemic. Head boy of school
shared the reason of celebration on 1st
July. Program concluded with a song of
appreciation played by a student. The
gathering identified the celebration as a
great experience as they get to learn the
valuable tips and the reason of
celebration.

pi approximation day
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“A home was made from a foundation”. A
strong foundation that can make every
man’s home last. School is the most
important stage in the life of every
person. Kairos international school has
celebrated the first anniversary virtually
on 26 th June 2021. The occasion was
graced by the Chairman Mr. Venkat
Reddy and Mrs. Krishnasri Lokinendi
Principal .The celebration was filled with
cultural events. The school embraced the
event as an opportunity to extend their
gratitude towards the founder staff and
everyone who have been there with the
school from the very beginning. The
school Magazine was released on this
occasion. The function became a
precious occasion cherishing the
memories, celebrating achievements and
designing the future.

1 anniversary celebrations
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“If your actions create a legacy that inspires others
to dream more, learn more, do more and become
more, then you are an excellent leader” It's rightly
said that ‘leaders are not born, they are made’. 
A grand virtual Investiture Ceremony was
organized in Kairos International School on
Saturday,26th June,2021. With thankful thoughts,
the school warm heartedly welcomed the newly
elected School Council members. It was indeed a
proud moment for students, parents and teachers.
Donning the mantle of responsibility, the student
council members pledged to dispense their duties
to the best of their abilities and abide by rules and
regulations of the school.
The Chairman of the school, Mr. Venkat Reddy
graced the occassion with his powerful ,
encouraging words. He advised the students to
think "out of box." The Principal of the school, Mrs.
Krishnasri Lokinendi appreciated the Council
Members and wished them best for all their future
endeavors.
The council members introduced themselves
followed by the oath taking.

Investiture ceremony
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The Objective to conduct Art
competition is to hone the intrinsic
and latent abilities in pupils and
demonstrate their inherent talents
and diverse faculties.
Students have enthusiastically and
wholeheartedly participated in the
event.
Students’ visually stunning
performances have enthralled the
judgement.

“Every child is a different kind of
flower and all together make
this world a beautiful garden”

Art Competition
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It was a red letter day in the history of India
when the country got freedom on August 15,
1947. It took hundreds of years for us to break
shackles of slavery. People of the country
celebrate this
festival every year with great pomp and show.
The main Programme is celebrated at the Red
Fort in New Delhi. Besides, this festival is also
celebrated in every city and town, in school,
college and
university. 
Our school also celebrates this festival every
year. For this year, we had made all the
preparations virtual. In the morning, school
head boy and head girl did march past with a
band playing. All the
students and teachers saluted the flag and then
sang the National Anthem with nobody moved
honouring it. Then followed the Cultural
Programme. Patriotic Poems and Songs were
recited both
by the teachers and the students. Some students
also presented the group dance and skits.

pre-independence day
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In the end, the Principal delivered the
short speech. She told the students about
the supreme sacrifice the great martyrs
who gave their lives for the sake of
freedom. She also said that the
freedom was very precious and it was very
necessary to preserve it. The Principal
ma’am also told the students to follow the
ideals of the great people like Mahatma
Gandhi, Nehru, Subhash Chandra
Bose etc. Then some more students
delivered speeches on the occasion. All the
speakers spoke about the significance of
the historic day. They advised the students
to become ideal citizens of the country.
The Independence Day has a great
importance in every citizen&#39;s life. This
day reminds us every year that freedom is
sacred and citizens must do everything to
ensure that it shall not be endangered.

pre-independence day
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Education and Academic competitions are
two most important ingredients of human
life and have been considered very
important. Competition among students
leads to valuable skills development. When
children are exposed to competitive
activities, they not only gain individual
skills like resilience and motivation but they
also build on important interpersonal skills.
It also helps them succeed socially and
academically in school. We want students to
learn Math in a fun way and to enhance
their Math competency skills. In this
connection we have enrolled our students
for Junior Math Championship. 

Students have actively taken part in the
practice sessions and enthusiastically
participated in the competition. They
enjoyed learning Math in a fun way through
games.

Junior math competition
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At Kairos international school, Krishna
Janmashtami was celebrated virtually
on Monday,30 th August and the tiny tots of
Pre-Primary donned themselves in
the attire of Lord Krishna and Radha,
frolicking around with flutes, peacock
feathers and matkas. Students displayed
beautiful garlands made out of
natural flowers and flutes modelled out of
clay. A colourful dance
performance by students who were dressed up
as Krishna and gopikas added
to the delight. Janmashtami is celebrated as a
symbol of the end of darkness and rooting out
of the evil forces. The event progressed with
the warm wishes for Krishna Janamashtmi
from Principal Mrs.Krishna sri . The boys
wore peacock feather head-gears and carried
flutes, whereas the girls carried decorated
matkis adorned in gorgeous attires, the tiny
tots drew huge applause and appreciation
from all. The assembly was filled with joy and
happiness.

Janmasthami
Celebrations
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Hindi was adopted as the official language of
our Constituent Assembly on 14 th September
in 1949. This day is celebrated as Hindi Divas all
over India. To mark this day Kairos
International School, Hyderabad scheduled an
assembly with great enthusiasm on the 14 th of
September 2021. The assembly celebrated the
importance of Hindi language as the medium
of communication and expression of ideas and
feelings. This dynamic event was conducted by
KairoS team. Students showed enthusiastic
participation and showcased their talent by
presenting a program to commemorate the
day. Stage 6 students gathered information on
the origin of Hindi Divas and transformed
them into a speech. Stage 1 recited a poem
enthusiastically on the importance of Hindi
language. Students of stage 4 presented slogans
while stage 5 showed the wonderful dance
performance with good spirit and students of
stage 8 conducted a quiz on Hindi Divas with
great interest. All the students
enjoyed answering the quiz and showed their
performance with great interest.

Hindi Divas celebrations
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Kairos International School celebrated Ganesha
Chaturthi with felicity and zenith. Principal Krishna
Sri presided over a special assembly organised to mark
the festival. Students from class III, recited the
importance and grace of the festival of Ganesha
Chaturthi. They beautifully explained the stories of
Ganesha and where it all started from the time of King
Shivaji. Then we started with the pious song, a lovely
prayer of Ganesha which was followed by the graceful
dance which was really admiring to all who were
attending the function. Lord Ganesha, has really high
importance in Hindu culture and should be prayed
before marking the beginning of any event, which gives
a great passage for creativity as well. Students were
highly motivated to present their ideas and creativity
by making different Ganesha idols which was ecstatic
to watch. It was then followed by the really appealing
performance by Alyesha, who played the keyboard on
the divine Ganesha Aarti. Ganesha symbolizes wisdom,
understanding and the intellect that one must attain
perfection in life. The highlight of the special event was
the ramp-walk, very well performed by students where
boys were dressed and did the ramp walk and girls
offered flowers to Ganesha. As flowers come from
nature and are offered to god as thanksgiving, whereas
some of the students really put the show on, by
fancying themselves as Lord Ganesha, wearing masks
and attire just as Lord Ganesha.

Ganesh Chaturthi
Celebrations
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Kairos International School celebrated
International Literacy Day virtually on September
8. A literary assembly to put light on the importance
and the significance of the day was organised where
students with their enchanting speeches, dramatic
skits and motivational poems left the virtual
audience spellbound. 
Every year International Literacy Day is celebrated
to raise awareness and remind the people as a
matter of dignity and human rights and to advance
the literary agenda towards a more literate and
sustainable society, students at the event said while
underlining the importance of the day.
A student from class I sang a melodious, gratitude
song that focused on counting the blessings in life
and celebrating the joy of goodness around us.
Students of class VI paid tributes to a few heroes of
literacy from contemporary and historical times,
like Johannes Gutenberg, PN Panicker, who had
given noteworthy contributions and made a great
difference in the field of education. Class V students
performed a skit on the famous story of O’ Henry-
the Last Leaf. Students from classes II and III
shared the sheer joy of poetic expression by their
poetry. The assembly ended with a colourful poster
presentation by primary students.
 

International
Literacy Day
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A glittering felicitation ceremony was hosted by Kairos
International School Principal Krishna Sri recently to
felicitated the winners of the Junior Maths
Championship organized by Matific. The school not only
won the second position but also bagged many medals
and certificates including a gold medal. Parents and
students were invited to attend the event in person.
School gave the medals and certificates to the
participants. Students from pre-primary to class VI
participated in the competition.
There were close to four lakh students from 2000 Schools
registering for the competition across India. This was
the First Junior Math Championship conducted by
Matific in India, the school said.
School chairperson Venkat Reddy in his congratulatory
remark acknowledged the efforts of the school behind
the huge success and stressed the great responsibility the
school has towards the students in providing them the
best of opportunities.The function was attended by the
Director Dr.Sumanth Reddy, parents and students.
The trophies and awards were presented by Matific
Regional manager to the school principal , teachers and
students. Punit Pushkar,Regional manager, Matific
India said, Matific India is delighted to see the successful
reception of the first-ever junior maths championship
organized by Matific in India. We offer a unique
platform for students to hone their mathematical skills
and make their learning fun. Our mission is to eliminate
the fear of maths from the minds of children.”

Junior Math Championship
Felicitation Ceremony
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Student led conference in spirit makes the child to be
the master of his/her own learning, with this view in
mind, the students of Kairos international grandly
presented their knowledge to their parents at school.
Parents were invited to school to view the
presentations of their wards. The Grand
Presentation is an endeavour to showcase the
dexterity of the budding learners. The event was
organized on 23 rd October, 2021 at the school. All the
classes were decorated with the concepts learned in
order to impress the audience. The parents were then
guided to the respective classes. The occasion
showcased the innate talents of the students before
the dignitaries and parents. The cherry on the cake
was added by the presentations of stage 8 students
where they made working models. Parents were
captivated by the colourful display of the models
made by students. The students were able to capture
the attention of the
audience with their estimable presentations. The
words of encouragement from the parents helped to
build on the confidence of the students. Parents were
extremely happy and proud of their wards
presentations. The event also displayed the
showmanship and the confidence of the students.
The entire event was a huge success as the parents
and the visitors thoroughly enjoyed the presentation.

Student LED
Conference
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Dussehra festival is celebrated extensively
in the various States of India, following
their own conventional rituals. That
marks the beauty of unity in diversity. The
prayer dance and the Dhunuchi dance
gave the audience a glimpse of the rich
culture of West Bengal.
The students of Kairos presented the
history of the celebration of Dussehra by
enacting various characters of Ramayana.
They played the role of Ram, Lakshman,
Sita, Hanuman and Ravan successfully.
Children grooved to the tune of Garba and
Dandiya, creating a festive ambience.
This year Milad un Nabi is on October 19,
which was also celebrated along with the
Dussehra assembly. The significance of
the day was narrated by a student and the
program ended with the shayaris of the
teachers wishing everyone a happy Milad
un Nabi.

Dussehra and Milad-Un-Nabi
Celebration
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Kairos international school students
have rekindled the light and spirit of
Halloween by conducting a special
assembly virtually on 30 th October.
Halloween has its origin in the Celtic
festival of Hallowmas, a celebration of
the beginning of a new cycle of the
wheel of the year. Lore has it that the
evil between the world of the living
and the dead is at its most transparent
during Halloween night, and therefore
the spirits of the dead, fairies, witches
and goblins roam about. Most of the
students from grades PrePrimary to
stage 8 participated. The celebration
included the display of carved
pumpkins, students wearing spooky
costumes, games, skit , ramp walk and
greeting cards made by students. 

Halloween
Celebrations
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Additionally, students
celebrated with Spooky cat
walk. To make the assembly
memorable, students were
dressed in a scary spooky attire
to relish the spirit of the
festival. The event included a
mesmerizing dance, an
informative speech and an
equally entertaining skit “The
wicked witch of the woods”. The
Primary students were
entertained with Apple bobbing
game and also learned about the
festival using the assembly
events. It was indeed a
wonderful show!

Halloween
Celebrations
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On 29th November , 2021 , Kairos International
school had organized a virtual Russian collaboration
which had undoubtedly resulted in the exchange of
learning beyond classroom. The objective of this
collaboration was to solidify the social skills of the
students, helping them to develop responsibility and
emotions such as empathy and sharing. The event
began with the warm welcome note by the Principal
of Kairos International School, Mrs. Krishnasri
Lokinendi.
As a part of exchange of culture ,students chose to
make Dolls representing both the countries.
“Dolls are some of the oldest toys that children have
ever played with. They are the representation of the
child themselves and allow a child to gain a greater
understanding of themselves as well as those around
them.” 
Students of Kairos International School
demonstrated the
making of Indian Puppet. The making of the
Rajasthani Kathputli was shown to the Russian
Students and they made their own puppets following
the steps effectively.
Students of stage 6 presented the fairy tale of
Rapunzel through a string puppet show. It was an
amazing show as the characters came alive before the
audience.

Russian
Collaboration
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The Russian students demonstrated
their doll making and the steps were
followed by the students of Kairos
International School. 
Saanvi of stage-5, performed an Indian
Classical Dance and demonstrated
different hand gestures or Mudras. The
symbolic meaning of each of the
gestures was narrated to the Russian
students along with the presentation.
The Russian students enjoyed learning
the hand gestures and demonstrated the
Indian dance steps gracefully.
The students of Russian School also
presented their traditional dance ,
wearing their traditional costumes and
the students of Kairos learnt their dance
steps virtually. 
Students of both the schools had
wonderful exchange of culture and
indeed it was a great learning from both
the ends.

Russian
Collaboration
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Kairos International School celebrated
Children’s Day with pomp both online and
offline this year. Speakers at special
assembly organised on the day said
Children’s Day is a commemorative day in
honour of children.
The day marks the birth anniversary of
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime
Minister of the country. Fondly called
Chacha Nehru by children, he advocated
for an all-rounded education of children
that would build a better society in the
future. Jawaharlal Nehru considered
children the real strength of a nation and
the foundation of society.
Various activities were organised by the
teachers for the children. They conducted
games and quizzes. The teachers
entertained the students by performing
dances and singing songs to express their
love and care for the kids. Children
enjoyed the event and expressed gratitude
to their teachers. Principal Krishna Sri
and others spoke on the occasion.

children's day
celebrations
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Diya Making
Competition for 

diwali
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Diya Making
Competition for 

diwali
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Thanks Giving
Competitiom

Thanks giving was celebrated at
Kairos international school where
the Management and staff have
dedicated the “Thanks giving day”
to their parents. They have sent
many messages and made the
students prepare greeting cards.
The Principal of Kairos said,”We
are always happy when
Thanksgiving
approaches because this festive
occasion gives us the opportunity
to appreciate and express our
gratitude to all those with whom
we have worked together and
have had a fruitful association.”
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Kairos international school organized Sports
meet -2021” for the Pre Primary students in a
grand manner on 27 th November at our school
grounds. Students arrived buzzing with
excitement. Each child took part in 4 different
activities ranging from running race, hurdle race
and parent child races. It was a gala event after a
long time. There was an active and energetic
participation by our tiny tots. The Sports Festival
was declared open by the school
Principal,Mrs.Krishna sri.
The tiny tots displayed their talent and filled the
air with cheering and tons of encouragement for
the budding athletes. The audience was treated to
high energy and zest as the Athletes zipped past
them manoeuvring and out-manoeuvring each
other to the finish lines. All participants received
refreshments in a small after- party, The event
culminated with the valediction ceremony as the
champions were awarded medals by the Chief
guest ,our Chairman,Mr.Venkat reddy amongst
thunderous applause. The event promoted a
culture of competitive spirit and harmony among
the students and parents.

sports day
Preprimary
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Kairos international school hosted
Inter school competitions of
Cambridge schools in Poster making
and Origami on 7 th January virtually.
About 18 Cambridge schools have
participated in the event with zeal and
enthusiasm. Competitions play an
important role in motivating students
to perform, excel and offer a lot more
reward than just winning the prize.

The Principal of Kairos international
school, Mrs .L.Krishna Sri addressed
the participants and said that “we host
Inter school competitions as a Mega
Event every year to provide students
with the much needed platform to
hone their intrinsic and inherent
talent. Therefore it is with great
pleasure and privilege that Kairos
international school invited other
Cambridge school students to be part
of this major event”.

Inter school
Competitions
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Poster Making facilitates understanding along
with facilitating creative thinking and
extensive research and reading. It provides
students with an opportunity to learn by doing,
in turn strengthening the learning. Students are
able to visually represent the key points
and while presenting elaborate on the same which
facilitates their retention and recall of
events and facts. Poster making and presentation
is also an effective tool for evaluating
the students’ knowledge and creates opportunities
for active discussion and participation.
The participants shared the sheer joy of  'creating'
with us.
Origami is an ancient Asian art form. The word
itself in literal translation is “Folded paper”
and originated in China but found its proliferation
and perfection in neighboring Japan.
Over the centuries, the style has reached new
levels of complexity and beauty. The students were
divided in five categories and a theme was given
for each category.
Students made their origami following the theme
and rules of the competition. They enjoyed the
event and were proud to present their work.

Inter school
Competitions
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Kairos international school has
organized Good Friday program to
remember the sacrifice of the Lord
where the students have actively
participated by beginning the
program with the importance of Good
Friday and the reason behind its
celebration. They have sung
melodious songs to glorify the Lord,
later they have performed a skit which
throws light on the relevance of
celebrating Good Friday. Children
have enjoyed it, as it was entraining as
well as informative. Finally the
program concluded with a dance
performance by our little kairosians
and the greeting from our respected
Principal, Mrs. Krishna Sree

Good Friday
Celebrations
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The school organised a felicitation
ceremony to acknowledge and applaud
the achievement of students who won
2nd position in stem wordrobe,
conducted by "Dubai science scholars
private school" Dubai. Students who
achieved the 2nd position were
awarded certificates and cash prize
money in the presence of students and
teachers.
 Principal and school director 
 congratulated the students and
teachers for bagging a second position
in an international event. They
encouraged them to develop unique
identity, confidence and hardwork.
Principal said if students moves
confidently in the direction of dreams
and endeavours, it becomes easy to
attain success. The program ended with
national anthem.

Stem Felicitation
ceremony
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Near Journalist colony, Wipro junction to
Gopannapally Main road, Financial District,
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500032
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